A Good Life: Ben Bradlee

In this scene, Ellsberg is hiding out in a motel room with piles of paper strewn about, meeting with Post editor Ben Bagdikian ... of the press? BRADLEE: That's a good question, too, because ...

How The Pentagon Papers Changed Public Perception Of The War In Vietnam

DAVE DAVIES, HOST: This is FRESH AIR. I'm Dave Davies, sitting in for Terry Gross. Fifty years ago this week, The New York Times published the first ...

'The Man Who Invented Himself'

One of Capa's legacies is his quote, "If your pictures aren't good enough ... John Houston, Ben Bradlee and Truman Capote. The list of women in the lovable Capa's life is long, but ...

'Who Shot Sabina?'

In 2015, the National Geographic Society published a book of photographs called "Who Shot Sabina?" that delved into the story of Sabina Spielrein, the Russian psychoanalytic patient who had aasonic affair with the influential Swiss doctor Carl Jung. The book, which was written by the photographer and journalist Peter ...